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In this work, Monte Carlo simulation was used to investigate the magnetization properties of thin ferromag-

netic films under a perturbation from a supplied heat pulse on one surface of the films. The finite difference

method was used to extract the local temperature of each layer of the films as a function of time for various

heat source power and heating period. Then, with the variation of the films temperature, Metropolis method

was used to update the magnetic moment in magnetic grain, under the Ising framework and using the FePt

parameters. With the extracted magnetization profiles, the relationship between magnetization relaxation in

accordance with relevant heat parameters and films thickness was reported and discussed, with a purpose to

form a database for future use. 
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1. Introduction

The ferromagnetic multilayer (thin films) have been a

subject of intensive interests due to a broad range of

applications especially in magnetic recording applications

[1]. In terms of fundamental interest, the physical mech-

anisms involved in these reduced structure systems are

quite different from bulk properties has become a topic of

frequent investigating issues. For instance, the magnetic

properties in thin-films and their associated morphologies

are thoroughly different from the bulk [2]. Therefore, one

may control the films’ thicknesses [3] or films’ surface-

morphology [4] to obtain the desired magnetic properties

in designing applications. On the other hand, in terms of

technological interest, how to enhance the magnetic record-

ing application, so the recording capacity is always match-

ing with the customer’s need, is nowadays a big issue.

Therefore, very high coercive field materials were develop-

ed to surpass the ‘superparamagnetic effect’ [5]. However,

this leads to another problem as the write field from the

writing head may not be large enough to overcome the

coercivity and hence the magnetic data cannot be written.

One way out of this problem is to use the heat assisted

technique where the thermal energy (e.g. from laser) is

applied onto the target to reduce the magnetic stability

before writing operation takes place. Nevertheless, due to

the materials complexity arisen from the films reduced

structure and magnetocaloric effect [6], the detailed under-

standing in such heat assisted topic is still far from

completeness. This severely slows down the technological

development in hard disk drive industry. Consequently, it

is the objective of this study to investigate the magnetic

properties in thin ferromagnetic films under the temper-

ature variation inside the ferromagnetic films due to the

heat applied on the topmost surface. In this work, Monte

Carlo simulation and spin Hamiltonian [7] were used to

investigate the magnetization property in relating to the

films thickness, the heat source power, and heat applying

duration as a function of time. Since this work aims to

model the effect of thermal perturbation in highly aniso-

tropic materials, the L10-FePt (which is based on crystal-

line ordering of face-centered tetragonal structure) was

chosen as at this phase it has very large magneto-crystal-

line anisotropy (i.e. 7 × 107 erg/cm3 [8] or 6.6 × 107 to 108

erg/cm3 [9]). Further, the L10-FePt particles are thermally

stable at room temperature even at nanometer dimensions

such as at 4 nm [10], although the recent smallest report-

ed size is 2.2 nm with coercivity of 24 kOe and somewhat
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relatively large spacing between grains of 4.2 nm. In

addition, its critical temperature is quite high (about 750

K at bulk form [9]) but not too high for the current

available laser technology using in heat assisted recording

application [11]. As a result, the parameters of L10-FePt

were used in the simulation.

Note that there has been an intense interest on the study

of FePt materials as it could be a promising magnetic

recording candidate in heat assisted magnetic recording

(HAMR) application. One of the pioneer works on FePt/

FePd materials from theoretical side is to use first-principles

theory to computationally calculate temperature dependent

magnetic anisotropy K and magnetization m via the local

moment theory [12]. The study suggested that the L10-

ordered FePt/FePd has the uniaxial anisotropy K being

associated to magnetic easy axis perpendicular to the Fe

layers and proportional to m2, in agreement with previous

studies (e.g. [13]). In addition, apart from quantum mech-

anical treatment, there has been considerable effort in study-

ing the FePt properties via micromagnetic simulation

under the framework of Landau-Liftshitz-Gilbert (LLG)

equation [14]-[17] or Landau-Lifshitz-Bloch (LLB) equation

[18]. However, both LLG or LLB reduce all the spins into

a single magnetization parameter interacting with appro-

priate effective field and extract relevant properties from

solving the differential equations. As a result, random

fluctuation effect on particular spins are discarded, which

may cause some problems in the same way as the mean-

field analysis overestimates critical temperature of classical

spin Hamiltonian problems. Therefore, with the strong

anisotropy in the direction perpendicular to the film surface

and by taking random thermal effect into account, the

Ising spins and Monte Carlo simulation were used in this

work.

2. Heat Conduction

In this work, the ferromagnetic material in thin-films

structure was considered. Each layer of the films was as-

sumed to be consisting of small magnetic grains where a

single magnetic spin was used to represent the grain mag-

netization. Then, an amount of heat (in a pulse-like) was

applied on the topmost layer of the films for duration of

time t0. As a result, the temperature at the surface was

then raised which can be calculated from

, (1)

or

, (2)

where P is the heat source power, δt is the duration of the

heat applying, C is the heat capacity, V is the volume, cV
is the volume specific heat and δT is a small change in

temperature.

Then with the rise in temperature at the surface layer,

the difference in temperature leads to heat transferring

from higher temperature to lower temperature layers. In

such the situation, all layers below the surface absorbs

transferred heat and have their temperatures raised. The

finite different method was used to evaluate the time-

dependent temperature-variation due to the heat transferr-

ing from high temperature to low temperature regions. This

can be done by considering the amount of heat coming in

and going out a specific region located at the coordinate

(x, y, z) with a volume δV = δxδyδz. Then, the amount of

heat left in the volume gives rise to temperature increas-

ing i.e.

, (3)

where  is the amount of heat supplied into the volume

at the position xi,  is the amount of heat leaving

the volume, c is the mass specific heat and ρ is the volume

density. Next, with the Fourier’s heat conduction i.e.

, (4)

and its Taylor’s series expansion around x i.e.

, (5)

it is possible to write, under the assumption that (δxi)
n →

0 for n ≥ 2, that 

. (6)

Note that if xi refers to the x direction, xi+1 and xi+2

become y and z directions respectively. After that, if =

k and , Eq. (3) turns to 

, (7)

or

. (8)

Further, if δx is small, it is possible to write the spatial

temperature derivatives at time t = nδt as

, (9)

and so do  and . For the time deriva-
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tive, it can be assumed that

, (10)

which yield good accuracy as long as δt is small enough.

Therefore, by substituting these equations into Eq. (8), the

temperature at a time t = (n + 1)δt is given by

. (11)

However, with the finite difference method, the amount of

time step has to satisfy  for  in

Eq. (11) to converge. In this work, δx was considered be

the diameter of a magnetic grain that small enough to

exist only a single domain. Then by taking L10-FePt para-

meters as an application, the relevant parameters are ρc =

C/V = cV ≈ 3.16 × 106 J/K-m3 [19] and the smallest grain-

size, while preserving the L10 structure, as δx ≈ 4 nm

[20]. However, the heat conductivity k tends to very much

dependent on the system structure, especially at the nano-

ranged scale, making it to be different from its bulk value.

These could be due to the enhanced surface to volume

ratio where air-gap between grains tends to have negative

influences on heat transferring. Therefore, to have the ex-

tracted temperature results in an appropriate and reason-

able range, k ≈ 1.5 W/m-K was used in this study. After

that, based on these parameters, it is found that δt ≤ 0.56

× 10−11 s. Therefore, much smaller time step δt = 10−13 s

was used for the benefit of accurateness in this work.

3. Monte Carlo Simulation

In this work, the system energy, in the absence of ex-

ternal magnetic field, was considered to take spin Hamil-

tonian form i.e.

, (12)

where  is the magnetic spin representing overall mag-

netic dipole moment at grain ith, Jij = J is the exchange

interaction between spins, and the notation <ij> refers to

that only interaction between nearest neighboring grains

was considered in the sum. 

In general, the heat assisted technology is used due to

that the considered magnetic recording media is equipped

with very high anisotropy, such as FePt have very large

uniaxial anisotropy as Ku = 6.6 × 107 to 108 erg/cm3 [9].

At a point that the write field is not strong enough to

erase or write digital data (or switch the magnetization

direction), thermal energy is then needed to supply onto

the media to reduce the coercive field and the magnetic

stability. As a result, the media magnetization can be

switched with an appropriate intermediate write field.

Consequently, to represent this high anisotropy material,

the infinite anisotropy Ising spin was considered in the

Hamiltonian Eq. (12). In the Ising model, the spins take

only values  (or si = ± 1) where  is normal to

the film. In addition, J = 1 was set as the energy unit.

Consequently, this defines the energy in the unit of J and

the temperature in a unit of J/kB. Note that the spin si is

dimensionless as its real magnetic moment unit is absorb-

ed into J. Next, by considering that the heat is from laser

source with a spot size of 550 nm [21], the recording

media is of a few of 10-nm thickness, and the grain size is

about 4 nm [20], the simulated films was chosen to

consist of N = L × L × l spins (grains), where L2 = 1402 is

the films size and l, ranging from 2 layers to 9 layers, is

the films thickness.

In performing the Monte Carlo simulation, all spins

were initialized (fully magnetized) to the +  direction.

Free boundary condition was taken on the surface layers

(above the topmost and below the bottommost), but peri-

odic boundary condition was used along the in-plane (xy)

directions. After that, an amount of heat, from a heat

source with power P, was applied to the topmost layer of

the films for the duration of time t0, and then switched off

afterward. Consequently, the temperature was raised accord-

ing to Eq. (2), and spread out to lower layers, where the

temperature at time t = (n + 1)δt can be calculated using

Eq. (11). However, whenever the heat applying is turned

off, the temperature of the topmost layer drops due to heat

convection to the room temperature environment and the

heat conduction to layers below. In addition, the periodic

boundary conditions along the xy directions also apply for

the temperature of the grains located at the boundaries.

Furthermore, the bottommost layer was attached to a heat-

sink layer, having a fixed temperature equal to room

temperature.

In updating the spin configurations, a random spin was

chosen and flipped to its opposite direction, i.e. from si to

−si, with the Metropolis probability 

, (13)

where ΔEi is the energy difference due to the update (flip)

on the spin si. The spin flipping is accepted if a uniform

random number r in the range [0,1) is smaller than the

Metropolis probability i.e. r ≤ prob. The general time-unit

of Monte Carlo simulation is 1 mcs (Monte Carlo step per

site) which equals to N trial flips (either successful or
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unsuccessful flips). Further details of the Monte Carlo

procedures performing on Ising thin-films can be found

elsewhere [23]-[25].

Based on the Stoner and Wohlfarth’s picture, the Arrhenius

thermal activation leads to an inverse of the relaxation

time constant for a ferromagnetic particle in switching its

stable directions between two equivalent energy wells as

[26]-[27]

, (14)

where f0 is an attempted switching frequency estimated to

be in the order 109 to 1012 Hz. By taking the 1012 Hz thre-

shold and the limit that each individual magnetic grain

can switch freely (i.e. kBT → ∞ or the paramagnetic state),

it is appropriate to scale 1 mcs with the 10−12 s. As in the

heat conduction process, the time step dt required for

evaluating finite difference is 10−13 s. Therefore, in this

work, local temperature of each magnetic spin will be

updated every 10−13/10−12 N−1 or 0.1 mcs. Next, at the end

of each temperature update the (normalized) magnetization

per spin for the time t was calculated from

. (15)

Then, with varying the power of the heat source P and

heat applying duration t0, the system temperature, the

normalized magnetization and its stability profiles (in

time domain) were investigated.

4. Computational Setup

In this work, the environment temperature was assumed

to be the room temperature i.e. Trm = 300 K. As the 3

dimensional Ising model have a critical point about 4.511

J/kB [28] and the critical temperature of the FePt is TC =

750 K , it is possible to estimate Trm = 4.511 × 300/750 ≈
1.80 in J/kB unit. Note that in reduced films structure, the

critical temperature of the films system may not as high

as that of the bulk due to the surface effect even the

magnitude of the exchange interaction is preserved [2].

In the considered films structure, the first layer (or layer

1) was the topmost layer where the heat was applied onto,

and the last layer (or layer l) was the bottommost layer.

Temperature below the bottommost layer was fixed at Trm

during the simulation. However, whenever an amount of

heat (Pδt) is applied onto the first layer, the temperature

in the first layer rises according to Eq. (2), and dissipates

via Eq. (11). Since each layer has a total volume of 140 ×
140 × 43 nm3 = 1.2544 × 106 nm3 and ρc = cV ≈ 3.15 × 106

J/K-m3 [19], the increase in temperature is about 0.2531 ×

102P K or 0.1522P J/kB every δt = 10−13 s (or 0.1 mcs)

during the heat applying. In this work, the power of the

applied heat source was ranged from at 4 to 20 mW with

the duration of heat supplying ranging from t0 = 0 to 2.0

ns (or t0 = 0 to 2,000 mcs). Then, after the heat source was

switched off, the films system was left for cooling until

the total observation time was 3.0 ns (or 3,000 mcs).

During the heating and cooling processes, temperatures

of each layer were evaluated as a function of time via Eq.

(2) for t < t0 (on the topmost layer) and the finite differ-

ence technique via Eq. (11) with  = 2.97 ×

10−3 for all layers.

5. Results and Discussion

From the Monte Carlo simulation, the temperature and

magnetization profiles were obtained. For instance, Fig.

1a shows the surface temperature (topmost layer) of the 3

layered films due to a heat pulse applying onto the surface

layer of the films. In the figure, the presented results are

from heat source with power P = 8 mW and 12 mW, where

each curve is from different duration of heating time t0

ranging from t0 = 0.2 ns to 1.0 ns (for 8 mW) and from t0

= 1.2 to 2.0 ns (for 12 mW). Considering the 8 mW case,

it is found that the temperature of the films rises during

the heat applying (i.e. up to t0) and drops when the heat

source is switched off. Numbers in parenthesis indicate

duration of heating time and maximum surface temperature

i.e. (t0, Tmax). As can be seen, with the longer time than t0,

the films system takes longer time to decline in appro-

aching the room temperature level. On the other hand, by

increasing the source power P, i.e. from P = 8 mW to 12

mW, the temperature rising rate at the beginning increases

due to larger amount of heat is applied onto the system at

the same period of time. After that, when temperature is

very high, the temperature rising rate starts to drop and

ceases to zero implying that the system is now in its steady

state in accordance with Fourier’s law of heat conduction.

On the other hand, Fig. 1b shows the results the 5 layer-

ed films. As can be seen, Tmax in Fig. 1b is higher than

those in Fig. 1a. This is as in 5 layered films, the films are

thicker and there are more magnetic grains in the system.

As a result, the 5 layered films can absorb more heat and

consequently it transfers less heat to the heat-sink layer in

the same period of time compared to that of the 3 layered

films. Therefore, it will take longer time for the thicker

films to arrive the steady state condition which brings

about larger maximum temperature Tmax on the surface

layer.

On considering the temperature effect on the system

magnetization, Fig. 2 shows the normalized magnetization

τ
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EB
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m as a function of observed time of films with 3 layers

and 5 layers respectively. The considered power source

are P = 12 mW and 20 mW and the duration of heating

time are t0 = 0.2, 0.6 and 1.0 ns (for 12 mW) and t0 = 1.2,

1.6 and 2.0 ns (for 20 mW). As can be seen, e.g. consi-

dering Fig. 2a, the normalized magnetization m reduces in

time when the heat source is switched on (up to t0), and

later changes to increase when the heat source is switched

off. Being obvious, with larger heat applied duration t0,

the magnetization m has lower minimum value (mmin). This

is as, from Fig. 1, the larger t0 brings about larger temper-

ature T on the surface layer. Therefore, with the higher

temperature, this larger level of thermal fluctuation reduces

the ferromagnetic order and lessens the magnetization

value. However, when the heat source is switched off (at t

> t0), the system temperature drops to room temperature

Fig. 1. The topmost surface temperature of films with (a) 3 layers and (b) 5 layers as a function of observed time. The figures

show results using heat sources with power P = 8 mW and 12 mW where each curve is from different duration of heating time t0
ranging from 0.2 to 1.0 ns (for 8 mW) and 1.2 to 2.0 ns (for 12 mW). The total observed time is 3.0 ns. Numbers in parenthesis are

duration of heating time and maximum surface temperature i.e. (t0, Tmax).

Fig. 2. The normalized magnetization m as a function of observed time of films with (a) 3 layers and (b) 5 layers. The results are

for heat sources with power P = 12 and 20 mW where the duration of heating time t0 ranges from 0.2 to 1.0 ns (for 12 mW) and

1.2 to 2.0 ns (for 20 mW). The total observed time is 3.0 ns. The time where minimum normalized magnetization occurs matches

with t0 (not shown).
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so the ferromagnetic order grows and enhances the mag-

netization to its appropriate value at room temperature.

Alternatively, Fig. 2b shows similar results but for 5

layered films. It is found that the minimum normalized

magnetization at t0 (mmin) is larger than those in Fig. 2a

(the 3 layered films) even at the same heating condition.

This is expected as the thicker films have more number of

magnetic grains to absorb the heat, so the average films

temperature (not the surface temperature) of the 5 layered

films is smaller. Therefore, mmin is larger than those of the

3 layered films. This implies that the thicker films require

more heat in reducing ferromagnetic stability to a specific

desired value.

Note that according to Stoner-Wohlfarth theory, the

anisotropy field Hk of a single-domain magnetic-particle

is identical to the switching field Hc. Further, the temper-

ature dependence of the anisotropy field takes the form Hk

= 2K(T)/Ms(T), where K(T) is temperature dependent mag-

neto-crystalline anisotropy, and Ms is the temperature

dependent saturation magnetization. Relative to Ms the

anisotropy K drops faster with temperature, as for the

Fe55Pt45 film it is found that K(T)/K(0) = (Ms(T)/Ms(0))2

[29]. Therefore, Hk scales with Ms and the reduction in

the magnetization linearly influence the reduction in an-

isotropy field (e.g. Fe55Pt45 films [29]) and hence the

writing field. Therefore, if the writing field is about 10

kOe and the room temperature anisotropy field is about

82 kOe [29], the reduction ratio of (82-10)/82 ≈ 88% in

anisotropy field and the magnetization is considered

significant in the writing process. Using this proposed

relation, one can trivially re-calculate the significant

amount of magnetization reduction in the writing process

if this writing field is changed. 

Further, it is also of interest to discuss the temperatures

obtained from the simulation whether or not they are in

line with those in real application. In heat-assisted mag-

netic recording (HAMR), a tiny area of the magnetic media

has to be heated up to a somewhat high temperature

(> 400 °C) [30], typically with laser, to lower the coerci-

vity and immediately followed by applying a writing field

to record information on the area. During heat applying, it

is estimated that laser induced heating rates in HAMR are

in the of order 1011 to 1012 K/s (depending on the laser

power) and the laser heating duration in one heating and

cooling cycle in HAMR could be as short as 1 ns [31].

Hence, temperature raised in real HAMR application could

to up 1000 K. Therefore, to comply with the estimated

temperature in real application, in this work, the heat ap-

plying duration t0 is ranging from 0 to 2 ns for the laser

power ranging from 8 to 12 mW so that the increase in

temperature could be scaled with that in real application

and cover the critical temperature of bulk FePt.

On the investigation of effect the heat source power and

the duration of heating time, Fig. 3a shows the minimum

normalized magnetization value (mmin) associated to sets

of heating condition (P, t0) in the 3 layered films. As can

be seen, smaller mmin can be obtained with increasing t0 or

P as more thermal energy is provided into the system.

However, at low P the reduction in mmin with increasing t0

is not significant above a critical time, e.g. t0 > 0.8 ns for

P = 4 mW, as steady state temperature is low and easily

reached even at low t0 (i.e. T does not change with time in

Fig. 1a). Further, to summarize the heating effect on mmin

value, Fig. 3b shows mmin values as a function of t0 for

Fig. 3. The minimum normalized magnetization mmin as a function of duration of heating time t0 simulated using (a) P = 4 mW to

20 mW for 3 layered films, and (b) P = 20 mW but varying films thickness from 2 to 9 layers.
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films with thickness l ranging from 2 to 9 layers simulat-

ed at P = 20 mW. As can be seen, very complex behavior

is found. For instance, at low t0, mmin is larger with increas-

ing the films thickness. This is as the average ferromagnetic

interaction is stronger in thicker films (due to the cease in

surface effect) so the ferromagnetic order and mmin are

stronger. Nevertheless, at larger t0, mmin of the 2 layered

films continues to drop but that of the 3 layered changes

its trend to a very slow drop which results largest mmin at

t0 = 2.0 ns. Notice that, for l > 2, mmin(l = 3) < ... < mmin(l

= 9) at small t0, but mmin(l = 3) > ... > mmin(l = 9) at large

t0 (e.g. t0 = 2.0 ns).

To describe the complex behavior in Fig. 3b, the surface

temperature profile of the films at P = 20 mW was con-

sidered. Figure 4a presents the results for small t0 = 0.4 ns

and Fig. 4b presents the results for large t0 = 2.0 ns. In

Fig. 4a, at t0 = 0.4 ns, it is found Tmax(l = 2) < Tmax(l = 3)

< Tmax(l > 3), where Tmax(l > 3) are not very much differ-

ent and Tmax(l = 2) almost reaches the stead state. How-

ever, it is well-known that the critical temperature TC in

films system reduces with reducing the films thickness,

where the thickness dependent critical temperature TC(l)

can be estimated by the equation [2].

, (16)

with numerical values presented in Table 1.

Therefore, even Tmax(l = 2) on the topmost surface is

the smallest but with its value just above the 2 layered

critical point, the smallest mmin is found. Note that, the

layers below the topmost may have lower temperatures

but in the 2 layered case the films is very thin allowing

large influence from thermal fluctuation. Therefore, smallest

mmin value is appropriate. The same reason also applies

for of all considered films, but it is found that mmin(l = 2)

< ... < mmin(l = 9). This is as the thicker the films the more

number of layers having smaller temperatures than that of

the topmost surface. Further, these underneath layers may

have temperatures smaller than the critical point, so the

ferromagnetic ordering is stronger in thicker films result-

ing in larger mmin.

On the other hand, in Fig. 4b at where t0 = 2.0 ns, it is

found that Tmax(l = 2) < ... < Tmax(l = 9), and the time for

reaching the steady state increases. As a result, the 2

layered films, with lower critical point TC than the steady

state temperature in Fig. 4b, mmin continuously drops to its

paramagnetic value (mmin = 0). However, the 3 layered films

have TC higher than that of the 2 layered films, where this

TC may be larger than the overall steady state temperature

of the 3 layered films (averaged from all 3 layers). There-

fore, in Fig. 3b, mmin(l = 3) is somewhat high. On the

1

TC l( )
------------ = 

1

4.539
------------- 1

1.01

l 0.01+
------------------⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞
1.280

+

Table 1. Ising critical temperatures for simple cubic films.

Number of layers

(l)

Critical point

(TC, J/kB)

Critical point

(TC, K)

2 3.212 533.98

3 3.641 605.44

5 4.023 668.79

7 4.189 696.48

9 4.280 711.56

Fig. 4. The topmost surface temperature of films simulated using the heat source P = 20 mW and the duration of heating time (a) t0
= 0.4 ns and (b) t0 = 2.0 ns as a function of observed time with varying films thickness l. Key to the symbols in (b) is the same as

that in (a).
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other hand, for l > 3, the critical temperature TC increases

for thicker films but the increasing step is not as much as

from 2 to 3 layers, e.g. see Table 1. Nevertheless, though

with the higher temperature allowed for thicker films (l >

3) at t0 = 2.0 ns in Fig. 4b, the overall averaged temper-

ature from all layer drops with increasing films thickness.

Consequently, that mmin(l = 3) > ... > mmin(l = 9) at t0 = 2.0

ns becomes sensible in Fig. 3b. Examples of how temper-

atures decrease with distance away the hot boundary can

be found in Ref. [6].

As one can see, the heat transferring effect on ferromag-

netic stability magnitude, i.e. the magnetization m, is rather

complicated especially when the films thickness is taken

into account. This is as the parameters, which are heat

source power (P), the heating duration (t0), the films

thickness (l), the steady state temperature and the films

critical point (TC), are all related and have a strong effect

on the ferromagnetic order. However, based on the find-

ings in this work, one may see some benefit on using the

database proposed in the work (e.g. Figs. 1 to 4) as a

guideline for designing more efficient heat assisting mag-

netic applications. 

Note that apart from laser heating method, it is also

possible to apply the Joule heating technique to heat the

magnetic media up to desired temperatures [32]-[35]. The

idea is lying on current induced either magnetic domain

wall motion or magnetization switching. With this current

induced heat procedure, it may be possible to overcome

the laser-wavelength focusing problem when the magnetic

grain size is very small. These therefore open window of

opportunities to tackle the energy assisted magnetic record-

ing problem from the current heating side rather than the

laser heating technique.

6. Conclusion

In this work, Monte Carlo simulation was used to investi-

gate time-dependent magnetization behavior of ferromag-

netic films consisting of several nano-magnetic grains in

thickness, under the effect of supplied heat pulse on the

films surface. The Ising model and Metropolis algorithm

were used to update magnetic spins in extracting the

magnetization, while the finite difference technique was

used to calculate spatial- and time-dependent temperatures.

Using the parameters from FePt as an application, the

time-dependent magnetization profiles for various heat

source power, heat applying duration (time), and films

thickness were investigated where appropriate magneti-

zation behavior related to relevant parameters were pro-

posed.
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